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INL DevResults User Guide:

Add Targets to Indicators 
(Partner Users)
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Find the project for which you want to enter targets under the blue “Your Projects” banner. 
Click the “Overview” button under the project name in order to view project details and 
indicators.

1. Navigate to Project
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Scroll down the Project Overview page to view the project’s list of indicators in the menu on the 
left side of the screen (shown below). Right click on the name of the indicator(s) for which you 
want to enter targets and select “Open link in new tab”.

By opening the indicator page for each indicator in a new tab, you can add targets without 
having to navigate back to the project page each time you enter targets for another indicator. 
This is especially helpful if you need to enter targets for multiple indicators.

2. Open Indicator in New Tab
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Make sure to right click indicator names to open 
indicators in new tabs!
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Once you have clicked into an indicator, the indicator page will open to the indicator 
“Definition” tab. To enter targets, click the Targets tab on this page, as shown below.

3. Navigate to Targets Tab

NOTE: It is a best practice to look here on the 
indicator page to see if your targets should be 
entered cumulatively or incrementally before 

you start setting targets (see here for more 
info). Please contact your INL PM if you have 
questions or to request that this be changed 

(Partners cannot edit this).

https://help.devresults.com/help/targets
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Once you have clicked on the Targets tab, several options to enter targets will appear as shown 
below.

NOTE: All projects will focus on entering targets at the project level (i.e., "Project 
Targets") as shown on the following slides; no projects will enter global targets.

4. Navigate to Targets Tab, cont’d. 

Make sure to only enter project targets, 
NOT global targets.
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From the Targets tab, navigate to the drop-down menu in the top right corner and select 
“Show results for [your project name]”, as shown below. Be sure to select your project 
from the dropdown list, otherwise you will need to re-enter the project's targets in 
the correct fields!

5. Select “Show Results for [your project]”



To enter target(s), fill in two fields: Date and Project Target. These are the only fields you 
can edit on this page. DevResults will save as you click into each cell. Add as many targets as 
necessary here: you are not limited to your current reporting period! If targets are known, it is 
best to enter them all at once until the end of your period of performance.

6. Fill in Date and Project Target

Enter the target here.

Add a date that corresponds to the last date of a 
reporting period. For example, if your indicator’s 
reporting cycle is quarterly, you would enter the 
final date of a quarterly reporting period here.

NOTE: The “Actual” and “Actual % of Target” fields will calculate automatically based on submitted indicator 
results and the target you set per reporting period. These fields cannot be edited manually. If you do not see 
these fields calculate, it is because results and targets still need to be entered for the reporting period.
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7. What Next?
Once you have set a target(s), DevResults will start tracking progress towards your targets 
as you enter data for each applicable reporting period. You can see that progress from the 
same Targets tab, as shown below.

For help setting up targets for your indicators, do not hesitate to reach out to your INL PO 
for help!  If you do not know who to contact for assistance, contact INL-KM-
DDL@state.gov (copying INL-DvR-Mailbox@state.gov on the email) for further 
assistance.

mailto:INL-KM-DDL@state.gov
mailto:INL-DvR-Mailbox@state.gov


8. Targets: Tips and Tricks
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Consider the following tips when defining targets: 

• Mind the Period of Performance. When the last day of the project period of 
performance (POP) does not fall on the last day of a reporting period, use the reporting 
period end date to enter the target, for simplicity. (Using a date outside the POP will 
not cause an error.) This is also noted under “Targets” on the DvR Help Page (here).

• Example: A quarterly indicator reports on a project with a 15 Sep 2023 POP end 
date. Enter 30 Sep 2023 (the last day of the quarter) for the final quarter’s target.

• Targets cannot be set per disaggregation. If it is necessary to track targets by 
disaggregation (e.g., sex), then a disaggregated indicator should be split into distinct 
indicators for each disaggregate category. Reach out to your INL PO for any such edits to 
indicators.

https://help.devresults.com/help/targets?utm-source=app-search

